STRONG HANDS
(Le mani forti)
Full length play in one act by Marco Calvani

“What strikes me the most is that many terrible things
are committed by people who are not at all terrible.”
(Ian McEwan)

Characters:
HER, 16, alone
HIM, 17, alone

Plot and author’s notes:
On the night of February 21st 2001, Erika and Omar, two sixteen-year old students, murdered Erika’s
mother and baby brother, stabbing them more than fifty times. No apparent motive. Children of the
affluent Italian middle class, their private lives and the resulting court case were in the forefront of the
media for many months. The case had a shocking effect on public opinion. Freely inspired by their story,
STRONG HANDS doesn’t judge or condemn, but simply tries to bring to light the nightmares and
neuroses of today’s teenagers and their potential victims. Fiction that removes itself from the reported
news in a complex and delicate attempt to recreate and explore the roots of such destructive psychoses
enhanced by horror, gives life to two characters that leave the audience baffled by their humanity and
their ‘innocence’ forcing us all to observe our moral self and the potential assassin within.
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